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The Agile Imperative
Automate, Automate, Automate!
High Performing IT organizations (2017 State of DevOps Report):
•

Meet mission faster – 440x faster Lead Time from commit to deploy; 46x more
frequent code deployments

•

More reliable – 60x fewer failures, 170x faster recovery (MTTR)

•

Better software – 5x lower change failure rate, 22% less time on unplanned
work/rework; 50% less time remediating security issues

•

More cost effective – overall dev costs reduced ~40%, costs per program down 78%

•

More innovation – 44% more time spent on new work vs. sustaining legacy

•

Improved morale – Employees 2.2x more likely to recommend their org

•

More competitive – 2x more profitability, market share, productivity, customer
satisfaction, quality of products or services

Code. Deploy. Win.

Kessel Run Results
Value Creation: Six capabilities in ops at AFCENT saving $13M, 2 air refueling
tankers, 10 deployed aircrews and 1,100 AOC man-hours per month
•
•

•
•
•

•

Concept to operations in ~5 months
Lead Time: 24-48 hrs; down from ~5 years
DevStar Deployment frequency: 303/wk
Prod deployment frequency: 30.5/month
Continuous Authority to Operations; able to push to SIPR in
<1 hr
~85% automated/repeatable test code coverage
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How to Innovate for the Future
24 Key Capabilities of high performing IT organization (Accelerate, by Forsgren, Humble and Kim)
Continuous Delivery Capabilities

Lean Management and Monitoring Capabilities

1.

Version control all prod artifacts

15.

Lightweight change approval process

2.

Automate deployment process

16.

App & infrastructure monitoring inform business decisions

3.

Continuous Integration

17.

Proactive system health checks

4.

Trunk-based development

18.

Work-in-process limits

5.

Test automation

19.

6.

Manage test data

Visualize work to monitor quality and communicate
throughout the team

7.

Shift left on security

8.

Continuous Delivery

Architecture Capabilities
9.

Loosely coupled architecture

10. Architect for empowered teams
Product and Process Capabilities
11.

Customer (end-user) feedback

12.

Workflow visible through value stream

13.

Small batch sizes

14.

Enable team experimentation

Cultural Capabilities
20.

Westrum-style generative culture

21.

Encourage and support learning

22.

Support and facilitate collaboration across teams

23.

Provide resources and tools that make work meaningful

24.

Support or embody transformational leadership
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But I Thought We Were Already “Agile”…
•

“94% of federal IT projects are over budget or behind schedule...40%
of those never end up seeing the light of day; they are completely
scrapped or abandoned.“ – Haley Van Dyck, Deputy Administrator,
U.S. Digital Services
(Accelerate, Lean Enterprise and The Startup Way)

• Cost of product

• Capacity-driven VALUE creation

• Schedule

• Dynamic, prioritized resource

• Process

Vs.

•

40% of time/resources spent in program planning (before MS-B) is
completely wasted

•

31% of industry not using principles and practices necessary for
accelerating digital transformation

•

~75% of industry IT resources spent sustaining legacy capabilities
instead of innovating; most are tech stack capabilities now provided
as commercially managed solutions (IaaS/PaaS/SaaS)

• Delivery Performance
• Product

• Outputs

• Outcomes

• Optimized for

• Optimized for change

certainty

2/3 capability built using waterfall methods have no, or even negative,
value when replacing a legacy capability; 90% when building
something for the first time

allocation

• Spec

Conformance

•

Code. Deploy. Win.
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Defense Innovation Board: “Detecting Agile BS”

There is surely nothing quite so
useless as doing with great
efficiency what should not be
done at all. – Peter Drucker

Code. Deploy. Win.
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Not Agile
PMO + finance

Study & Approval

water-

Design & planning

The fuzzy front end
“Agile” teams

Analysis

scrum-

Development
Test & Showcase
Iteration

1)
2)
3)
4)

Agile Litmus Tests:
When was the last time you
deployed software into ops?
What did you learn?
How do you know?
What is your cycle time?

0

1

2 3 4

Centralized QA

IT Operations

Integration & QA

Release & Operation

The last mile

Code. Deploy. Win.
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Agile Development = Experimentation in Ops
Developing hypotheses based on user research
Validating solutions based on user testing

User’s Hierarchy of Needs + Lean Startup
Competencies Driving Innovation

• Lean Startup (Entrepreneurial Management) –
creating value on next most important thing?

• User-Centered Design – solving real user pain?
• Optimize engineering & architecture for change – is
it shippable, safe and secure…repeatedly?

JOYFUL

• Extreme Programming, including TDD

• Layered Abstraction
• Automation & disaggregation

USEFUL

Measuring Software Delivery

• Lead Time

USABLE

• Deployment Frequency
• Mean Time To Restore (MTTR)
• Change Failure Rate

FEASIBLE

Code. Deploy. Win.
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Platform as Abstraction
• Use commercial cloud infrastructure
•

Public, private, or hybrid… doesn’t matter,
depends on operational requirements

• Use a leading commercial platform
•
•
•

In-housing the platform layer will cost the
government more money and produce
inferior capability
Needs to have portability across You manage
infrastructure choices
Pipeline of processes from PM tracking,
to code base, to testing, to build, to
binaries, to deploy

• Don’t build when you can buy; don’t buy
when you can rent!

Typical
Architecture

Kessel Run
Architecture

APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

You manage
DATA

DATA

RUNTIME

RUNTIME

MIDDLEWARE

MIDDLEWARE

O/S

VS

O/S

VIRTUALIZATION

VIRTUALIZATION

SERVERS

SERVERS

STORAGE

STORAGE

NETWORKING

NETWORKING
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PCF PaaS

Cloud
Infrastructure

The Cultural Imperative
Innovating culture for the future

•

•

•

Generative Culture - what we engender and value in our people

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passionate and transformational people with bias for action
Leadership support (empowerment, encourage innovation, delegation and trust)
Willingness to work hard; collaborative, learning organization
Values simplicity (does the simplest thing), values feedback (learns by doing)
Exhibits intellectual humility, courage, respect for others and empathy
Freedom to disrupt status quo; encourage innovation
Failure = learning opportunity; psychological safety
Leverage industry best practices & tech; building not planning

Workplace environment

•
•
•
•
•

Relaxed dress code; “aircrew model”…ideas not rank
Small, balanced teams working at a sustainable pace
Amenities on par with commercial industry
Location, location, location….and colocation!
Unfettered access to actual end-users and the tools to do so

Attracting Talent and Retaining It

•
•
•
•
•

Mission value
Branding
Compensation – driven by commercial industry
Personality, competencies and ability to learn vs. degrees and experience
Measure Employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS) to gauge org health
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Agile – a working definition by Lt Col Sanders
Leveraging a generative culture of empowered small-team, hypothesis-driven
experimentation, commercially-managed technologies, user-centered design,
Lean Startup management and build-to-adapt engineering methodologies,
and feedback from actual end-users, in operations, to validate learning and
dynamically drive decisions and resource allocation in order to continuously
deliver valuable outcomes, optimized for change, with lead times measured
in days, safely and sustainably, forever.

Code. Deploy. Win.

Join the Alliance
https://kesselrun.af.mil

Code. Deploy. Win.

